
The Legendary Hawker Hunter: A British
Aviation Marvel

The Hawker Hunter, a masterpiece of British engineering, has a rich history in the
aviation world. Flightcraft 16 played a crucial role in its development and service
in the British military. This article explores the fascinating story of the Hawker
Hunter in British service and its legendary reputation in aviation circles.

The Birth of the Hawker Hunter

In the late 1940s, the Hawker Aircraft Company saw an opportunity to create a
new breed of jet-powered fighter to meet the evolving needs of the Royal Air
Force (RAF). The result was the Hawker Hunter, an aircraft that would
revolutionize British aviation.
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Flightcraft 16, a specialized unit within the RAF responsible for testing and
developing new aircraft, played a pivotal role in the Hunter's design and testing
stages. Their expertise and dedication to pushing the boundaries of what was
possible in aviation were instrumental in shaping this remarkable aircraft.

Unleashing the Hunter

After years of rigorous testing and fine-tuning, the Hawker Hunter made its debut
in 1954, entering service with the RAF and receiving widespread acclaim. Its
sleek design, powerful engine, and outstanding maneuverability quickly earned it
a reputation as one of the finest jet fighters of its time.

The Hunter's versatility allowed it to excel in various roles, including air defense,
ground attack, and reconnaissance. Its ability to reach speeds exceeding Mach
0.9 and fly at altitudes exceeding 50,000 feet made it a formidable presence in
the skies.

Operational Service and Success
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The Hawker Hunter's combat debut came during the Suez Crisis in 1956 when
the RAF utilized it to devastating effect against enemy forces. Its superior speed
and firepower allowed it to dominate the skies, solidifying its reputation as a
potent aircraft.

Over the years, the Hunter continued to serve the British military with great
distinction. It saw action in several conflicts, including the Falklands War and
various other overseas campaigns. Its reliability, ease of maintenance, and
adaptability made it the go-to aircraft for many missions.

International Impact and Legacy

The success of the Hawker Hunter was not limited to the British military alone.
Many countries recognized its capabilities and acquired the aircraft to bolster their
own air forces. The Hunter was exported to over 20 countries, serving in both
combat and training roles.

Even after its retirement from active service, the Hunter continued to captivate
aviation enthusiasts worldwide. It became a popular display aircraft at airshows,
showcasing its incredible performance capabilities and reminding everyone of its
exceptional legacy in British aviation.

The End of an Era

Despite its remarkable achievements, the Hawker Hunter eventually reached the
end of its service life in the British military. It was officially retired in 1996, marking
the end of an era for this iconic aircraft.

However, the spirit of the Hunter lives on in the hearts of aviation enthusiasts and
those who were lucky enough to witness its prowess firsthand. Its legacy



continues through preservation efforts, with several Hunters being lovingly
restored and maintained in flying condition.

The Final Flybys

To honor the Hunter's contribution to British aviation, a series of memorable
flybys were organized across the United Kingdom. These poignant displays
allowed the public to bid farewell to a true icon of British aviation history.

The flybys attracted widespread attention and brought people from all walks of life
to witness the graceful bird take to the skies for one last time. It was a true
testament to the enduring impact of the Hawker Hunter and the love people have
for this extraordinary aircraft.

In

The Hawker Hunter's legacy is one of innovation, excellence, and bravery. From
its early development at Flightcraft 16 to its retirement from active service, this
aircraft has left an indelible mark on British aviation history. Its sleek design,
exceptional performance, and significant contributions make it an enduring
symbol of British engineering prowess.

As time marches on, the Hawker Hunter will forever hold a special place in the
hearts of aviation enthusiasts and those who appreciate the marvels of
engineering. Its story will continue to inspire future generations, reminding them
of the incredible breakthroughs achieved by those who dare to dream and push
the boundaries of what is possible in aviation.
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“For any enthusiast and/or modeler of the Hawker Hunter this book will be like
catnip . . . outstanding images of this classic post war aircraft.” —Vintage Airfix

Initially introduced in 1954 as a swept-wing, transonic, single-seat day interceptor,
the Hawker Hunter rapidly succeeded the first-generation jet fighters in RAF
service such as the Gloster Meteor and the de Havilland Venom. Powered by the
then newly developed Rolls-Royce Avon turbojet, the Hunter’s performance
transformed the RAF’s day fighter squadrons from the mid-1950s until the advent
of the English Electric Lightning from the early 1960s.
 
Even then, as successively improved variants of the type were produced with
increasingly more capable engines and expanded fuel capacity, the Hunter
successfully transitioned into a strike/ground attack fighter-bomber and fighter
reconnaissance platform. Two-seat variants were developed for training and other
secondary roles with the RAF and the Royal Navy and a few remained in use
until 2001, albeit with specialized MoD Test and Evaluation units—well over forty
years after the type’s initial .
 
This addition to the Flight Craft series follows our well-established format in that it
is split into three primary sections. The first covers the Hawker Hunter using
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numerous photographs, informative captions and tables. The second is a 16-
page full-color illustration section featuring detailed profiles and 2-views of many
of the color schemes and markings carried by Hunters. The final section lists as
many injection-molded plastic model kits of the Hunter, in all the major scales,
that the authors could obtain, plus a photo gallery of models made by some of the
world’s best modelers.
 
“A delight for anyone modeling a Hunter as it is so comprehensive.” —British
Military History
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